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ABSTRACT
The COVID-19 pandemic exposed vulnerabilities in global healthcare systems and highlighted the
need for innovative, technology-driven solutions like Artificial Intelligence (AI). However, previous
research on the topic has been limited and fragmented, leading to an incomplete understanding
of the ‘what’, ‘where’ and ‘how’ of its application, as well as its associated benefits and challenges.
This study proposes a comprehensive AI framework for healthcare and assesses its effectiveness
within the UAE’s healthcare sector. It provides valuable insights into AI applications for health-
care stakeholders that range from the molecular to the population level. The study covers the
different computational techniques employed, from machine learning to computer vision, and the
various types of data inputs fed into these techniques, including clinical, epidemiological, loca-
tional, behavioural and genomic data. Additionally, the research highlights AI’s capacity to enhance
healthcare’s operational, quality-related and social outcomes, and recognises regulatory policies,
technological infrastructure, stakeholder cooperation and innovation readiness as key facilitators of
AI adoption. Lastly, we stress the importance of addressing challenges such as data privacy, security,
generalisability and algorithmic bias. Our findings are relevant beyond the pandemic in facilitating
the development of AI-related policy interventions and support mechanisms for building resilient
healthcare sector that can withstand future challenges.
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1. Introduction

The healthcare sector is well known for its intrinsic
complexities and inefficiencies (Balasubramanian et al.
2021). These issues were made more evident during the
COVID-19 pandemic, during which an overburdened
workforce proved unable to meet patients’ needs (Dic-
uonzo et al. 2023). Fresh ideas and innovative strategies,
particularly from the perspective of leveraging advanced
technologies, are therefore needed so that the sector’s effi-
ciency, effectiveness and resilience can be significantly
boosted. While there are several promising technologies,
Artificial Intelligence (AI) has emerged as one of the key
possibilities, with a high degree of adoption across several
sectors (George et al. 2019; Rodríguez-Espíndola et al.
2020; Sharma et al. 2022), including healthcare, during
the COVID-19 pandemic (Baz et al. 2022).

AI is a field of science and technology that enables
computers and software to perform certain tasks by
mimicking or duplicating human thought processes and
cognitive abilities (Ali et al. 2023). AI can execute and
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eventually replace a wide range of human tasks. Addi-
tionally, it can learn from experience and adjust to new
inputs and environments. Consequently, it has great
potential for the healthcare sector, enabling it to over-
come its challenges and inefficiencies (Ali et al. 2023).
For example, AI could facilitate faster and more effective
drug/vaccine development (Wang et al. 2021), quicker
and more accurate disease detection/diagnosis (Verde
et al. 2021), and more accurate prediction of a pan-
demic’s trajectory (Surianarayanan and Chelliah 2021;
Khalilpourazari andDoulabi 2021). Additionally, it could
free healthcare professionals from routine manual tasks
and help in planning and organisation, such as by opti-
mally allocating hospital resources (Shah et al. 2021;
Dicuonzo et al. 2023). Not surprisingly, the anticipated
value of AI in healthcare is projected to rise to USD 194
billion by 2030 (from around USD 8 billion in 2020)
(Allied Market Research 2021).

While there is considerable interest and appreciation
of AI’s potential in healthcare, current understanding of
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the subject remains limited and fragmented. One reason
for this may be the disjointed nature of previous research.
For instance, Verde et al.’s (2021) AI focus is only on
disease detection, while Adamidi et al.’s (2021) specific
emphasis is on AI-based diagnosis and prognosis of dis-
eases, especially COVID-19. A similar, narrowAI focus is
seen in other studies, such as for drug development (Ho
2020), vaccine design (Russo et al. 2020), contact tracing
(Tang, Westover, and Jiang 2021) and lung cancer prog-
nosis (Johnson, Albizri, and Simsek 2022). Therefore, a
comprehensive understanding of the various AI applica-
tions that could benefit different healthcare stakeholders,
including governments, hospitals, pharmaceutical com-
panies and patients, is lacking. This also means that there
is limited clarity on the range of different computational
methods that could be employed and the different data
types that could be used as inputs to theseAI applications.

Another area where there is limited understanding
is the ‘antecedents,’ which are the factors that enable
and hinder a development (in this case, the adoption
of AI in healthcare). This again can be attributed to
the narrow scope of previous studies on the subject.
For instance, Müller et al. (2021) explored the enablers
and challenges of AI, but focused solely on dental diag-
nostics. Acquiring a wide-ranging and comprehensive
knowledge of the topic can help practitioners and pol-
icymakers to develop strategies for strengthening the
enablers and/or weakening the hindrances to increase AI
adoption in the sector. Furthermore, the lack of under-
standing of the performance impact of, and improve-
ments facilitated by, AI applications for different health-
care stakeholders could also constrain its widespread
acceptance/application. Finally, most previous AI studies
in healthcare are based on literature reviews, simula-
tions and conceptual analyses rather than empirical data,
which has also impeded the development of a realistic
understanding of the subject. All of these research and
knowledge gaps motivated this work, the objectives of
which are as follows:

(1) To develop a comprehensive, multi-dimensional AI
application framework for healthcare that encom-
passes both the technical elements (AI applications,
computational techniques and data requirements)
and the managerial ones (enablers, challenges and
performance benefits).

(2) To validate the framework empirically by testing it in
a real-world setting.

We used a systematic review of AI studies in health-
care to develop the framework. Since no such framework
exists at present, the one proposed is both novel and sig-
nificant. We then applied and evaluated the framework

within the context of the world-leading UAE healthcare
sector. While realising these objectives, the study aimed
to answer the following research questions (RQ) from the
perspective of the UAE healthcare sector:

RQ1: What are the AI applications relevant to individual
healthcare sector stakeholders?

RQ2: What are the computational techniques/models
used to build these AI applications, and what data is used
to develop/train them?

RQ3: What are the key enablers facilitating AI applica-
tions in healthcare?

RQ4: What are the different performance benefits
derived from AI applications in healthcare?

RQ5: What are the key challenges faced by healthcare
sector stakeholders when building AI applications?

This study is timely, as the COVID-19 pandemic revealed
vulnerabilities in global healthcare systems, underscor-
ing the need for technology to address these shortcom-
ings. Concurrently, the field of AI has undergone rapid
advances recently, carrying significant potential to trans-
form the healthcare sector. Additionally, an unparalleled
volume of health-related data is now accessible, rang-
ing from electronic health records to wearable devices
capturing real-time health statistics. This data can be
analysed and leveraged through AI to derive insights that
can improve health outcomes. In summary, the pandemic
provided both the urgency and the data to study AI’s
impact on healthcare comprehensively.

However, the study’s contributions go beyond the
COVID-19 pandemic, as the suggested AI framework
can enhance healthcare system efficiency and effective-
ness in general, and improve preparedness for future
pandemics. Scrutinising and vetting the framework in
a practical setting gives it legitimacy and practical util-
ity. We expect that healthcare practitioners and pol-
icymakers will find the framework and related find-
ings useful for devising suitable policy interventions
and support mechanisms to accelerate the adoption
of AI in the sector and build more resilient health-
care systems that can withstand future challenges,
whether pandemics like COVID-19 or other unforeseen
crises.

This study makes several research contributions.
It introduces a novel AI application framework and
empirically validates its applicability through the UAE
healthcare sector case study. While other conceptual
frameworks exist in the literature, none has been vali-
dated empirically in this way. Additionally, the AI frame-
work proposed here is more comprehensive, providing
a holistic understanding of AI’s role in healthcare and
covering a wide range of techniques, applications and
data types. By addressing the ‘what,’ ‘where,’ and ‘how’
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Figure 1. Systematic Review of AI Studies in the Healthcare Sector.

of AI application in healthcare, this study bridges critical
knowledge gaps and positions itself as a reference point
for future research and policy discussions. Furthermore,
given the universal nature of healthcare challenges, the
framework can be adjusted and its findings applied to
other global regions. In essence, this study is the first to
undertake such a comprehensive and in-depth analysis of
AI in healthcare, making its insights both significant and
beneficial for advancing the field.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In the
next section, we review studies on AI in healthcare dur-
ing the COVID-19 pandemic and use the insights gained
to develop the framework. Section 3 details the case study
methodology used in applying and evaluating the frame-
work. The findings from the case study are covered in
Section 4. We conclude in Section 5, where the discus-
sion/implications of the results, limitations of the study,
and suggestions for future research are covered.

2. Systematic literature review and AI
framework development

The Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews
and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines were used for
our review (see Figure 1).

The database used for the review was ‘Web of Sci-
ence’ because of its high-quality content and broad cov-
erage. The keywords used to identify the initial list
included ‘Artificial Intelligence‘ AND ‘Healthcare‘ AND
‘COVID‘ (extraction date: 1st June 2022). The initial
search revealed 410 studies. After eliminating duplicates
and limiting studies to those from peer-reviewed aca-
demic journals that are in English, the list was reduced
to 360 studies. Next, we screened titles and abstracts to
create a shortlist of 58 studies whose primary focus was
on AI and healthcare.

In the next stage, a we conducted a full-text content
review of the 58 shortlisted articles to exclude studies
that were too narrowly focused, such as those on AI
and cardiac surgery (Khalsa et al. 2021), AI and COVID
screening based on chest X-rays (Santosh, Ghosh, and
GhoshRoy 2022), contact tracing using Bluetooth and
AI (Tang, Westover, and Jiang 2021), and mental health
index using machine learning (Nanath et al. 2022). The
remaining 28 studies were then adopted for detailed
syntheses, along with a further five studies identified
from the reference list of shortlisted articles or published
after the extraction date. Table 1 presents a synthesis of
the shortlisted articles. Please note that, for the sake of
brevity, findings from similar studies are combined in
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Table 1. Summary of Artificial Intelligence (AI) related work on healthcare involving COVID-19.

Studies Methodology
Relevant

Stakeholders
AI

Applications

AI
Computational
Technique(s) Data Type(s) Benefits Challenges

Wang et al. (2021); El-Sherif et al. (2022);
Alhasan and Hasaneen (2021); Jabarulla
and Lee (2021); Khan et al. (2021); Sarker
et al. (2021); Malik et al. (2021); Aruleba
et al. (2022); Carriere et al. (2021);
Swayamsiddha et al. (2021); Vaishya
et al. (2020); Mohamadou, Halidou, and
Kapen (2020); Naseem et al. (2020);
Nguyen et al. (2021); Shah et al. (2021);
Piccialli et al. (2021); Adamidi, Mitsis,
and Nikita (2021); Pankhania (2021);
Kaur et al. (2021); Albalawi and Mustafa
(2022); Arora et al. (2021); Rasheed
et al. (2021); Abdulkareem and Petersen
(2021)

Literature Review and
Conceptual

Hospitals & Patients Detection and diagnosis
using medical imaging
modalities

Deep Learning
(DL), Machine
Learning (ML)

Radiographic images
(Chest CT, X-rays,
MRI, Ultrasound)

Assistance to
Radiologists in
clinical decisions,
higher speed, and
accuracy, round
the clock diagnosis
possible

Limited data sharing
to train the AI
model, Lack of
generalizability
in different
settings, difficult
in low-income
countries

Aruleba et al. (2022); Adamidi, Mitsis,
and Nikita (2021); Arora et al. (2021);
Rasheed et al. (2021); Abdulkareem and
Petersen (2021)

Literature Review and
Conceptual

Hospitals & Patients Detection and diagnosis
using hematology
(blood samples)

ML Clinical data
(blood indices),
demographic data

Higher accuracy for
Covid-19 diagnosis;
Blood samples are
easier to obtain

Lack of collaboration
between AI experts
and healthcare
professionals; lack
of data governance
frameworks

Sarker et al. (2021); Swayamsiddha et al.
(2021); Naseem et al. (2020); Shah et al.
(2021); Piccialli et al. (2021); Albalawi
and Mustafa (2022); Arora et al. (2021);
Rasheed et al. (2021); Abdulkareem and
Petersen (2021)

Literature Review Hospitals & Patients Remote/Virtual
diagnosis, monitoring
and care using
acoustics, other
patient data available
remotely

ML, DL Smartphone sensor
data (e.g. images,
fingerprints, and
audio incl. coughing
and breathing
sounds, voice);
Clinical data (e.g.
temperature and
symptoms)

Remote detection
and monitoring;
Non-invasive, faster,
and cost-effective;
Reduced burden on
staff

Noise (where sound
used) may hinder
accuracy

Verde et al. (2021) Simulation using
secondary dataset
(global)

Hospitals & Patients Detection and diagnosis
using acoustics
(Speech and voice-
based detection)

ML Acoustic data (voice,
coughing &
breathing sounds)

Easy, non-invasive,
and low-cost early
detection and
assessment, includ-
ing asymptomatic
subjects;

Shirazi, Kia, and Ghasemi (2021); Jahangiri
et al. (2023)

Simulation-based
optimization using
secondary data

Hospitals & Patients Prediction of blood
demand and optimal
allocation during
Covid-19; reduction in
patient waiting time
during emergency

ML Facility capacity;
inventory, time and
costs, blood lifespan,
and number of
collection centers;
number of patients

Less waiting time for
blood donation;
reduction in blood
deterioration;
reduction in
supply chain
costs; less waiting
time for patients
in emergency
department

Quality of data (no
official database);
assumptions made
could change due to
the dynamic nature
of the pandemic
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Hosseini et al. (2022) Multi-criteria decision
making

Hospitals & Patients Performance evaluation
of emergency centers

ML Number of personnel;
employee behavior;
training sessions;
capabilities of
facilities; availability
of equipment and
supplies

Improvement in
performance of
emergency centers

Lack of quality data;
generalizability
of findings (non-
cooperation of some
emergency centers)

Wang et al. (2021); El-Sherif et al. (2022);
Alhasan and Hasaneen (2021); Khan
et al. (2021); Sarker et al. (2021); Malik
et al. (2021); Aruleba et al. (2022);
Swayamsiddha et al. (2021); Vaishya
et al. (2020); Ngabo et al. (2021); Naseem
et al. (2020); Nguyen et al. (2021); Shah
et al. (2021); Adamidi, Mitsis, and Nikita
(2021); Arora et al. (2021); Rasheed
et al. (2021); Abdulkareem and Petersen
(2021)

Literature Review and
Conceptual

Hospitals & Patients Prognosis-based
prediction of Covid-19
patients – severity,
disease progression,
recovery and mortality
risk

DL, ML Clinical and laboratory
data (temperature,
blood indices,
oxygen levels,
comorbidities,
cough, other
symptoms),
radiographic images
(Chest CT and
X-ray), demographic
data (e.g. age, sex,
province), travel
history

Greater valid-
ity/accuracy of
prediction (from
multimodal data);
Early assessment
– enables priority
care for patients at
risk, better capacity
planning for ICU
beds, oxygen, and
ventilators

Requires huge amount
of data to train
and test models,
security, and privacy
concerns; Fairness
and inclusiveness
(algorithmic bias)

Mahboub et al. (2021) Modeling using a
secondary dataset
(UAE)

Hospitals & Patients Prognosis-based
prediction of COVID-
19 patient (Mortality
risk prediction, length
of hospitalisation)

ML Clinical and
demographic
data

Improves management
strategies to save
lives, improves
allocation of
resources

Requires cross-
validation of models
in different settings

Carriere et al. (2021); Nguyen et al. (2021) Conceptual Hospitals & Patients Disease severity risk
prediction, Treatment
effectiveness

Natural Language
Processing (NLP)

Text data (Patient
profile and medical
history), clinical
records

Establishes relationship
between treatments
(in healthcare
records) and
eventual patient
outcomes, enables
prioritised treatment
for at risk patients

Carriere et al. (2021) Conceptual Hospitals Speech processing
technologies

NLP Voice data Reduces the amount
of time a clinician
spends on
documentation

Not all languages
supported

Alhasan and Hasaneen (2021); Sarker
et al. (2021); Carriere et al. (2021);
Swayamsiddha et al. (2021); Naseem
et al. (2020); Shah et al. (2021); Baz et al.
(2022); Albalawi and Mustafa (2022)

Literature Review Hospitals & Patients Medical Chatbots
(Conversational AI) for
patient/public queries

NLP Text-based (user
generated)

Initial screening –
minimises unnec-
essary hospital
visits, reduces
misinformation,
schedules doctor
appointments,
guides emergency
cases to nearby
clinics, and provides
medication-related
information

False responses

(continued)
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Studies Methodology
Relevant

Stakeholders
AI

Applications

AI
Computational
Technique(s) Data Type(s) Benefits Challenges

Kamran et al. (2023) Simulation-based
optimization using
secondary data

Hospitals & Patients,
Pharmaceuticals

AI-enabled new
COVID-19 vaccine
supply chain to
manage production,
distribution, location,
allocation, and
inventory control
decisions

ML Vaccine demand at
different locations;
supply chain costs;
capacity of facilities;
inventory levels;
inventory age;
production rate

Minimize supply chain
costs, maximise
student desirability
for vaccination, and
maximise justice in
vaccine distribution

No official data or
database for some
measures

Ghasemi et al. (2021) Literature Review+
Mathematical
Modelling using
secondary data

Hospitals & Patients;
Pharmaceuticals,
Government

Route Optimization ML Patient demand;
transportation costs;
facility and vehicle
capacities; allocated
budget

Minimise fixed and
operational costs
associated with
location, routing,
and allocation of
medical centers
to the distribution
depots

Lack of access to
accurate data

Wang et al. (2021); El-Sherif et al. (2022);
Jabarulla and Lee (2021); Khan et al.
(2021); Malik et al. (2021); Aruleba
et al. (2022); Carriere et al. (2021);
Swayamsiddha et al. (2021); Vaishya
et al. (2020); Ngabo et al. (2021); Naseem
et al. (2020); Nguyen et al. (2021); Shah
et al. (2021); Piccialli et al. (2021); Kaur
et al. (2021); Baz et al. (2022); Albalawi
and Mustafa (2022); Arora et al. (2021);
Rasheed et al. (2021); Abdulkareem and
Petersen (2021)

Literature Review and
Conceptual

Government & Public Public health monitor-
ing/surveillance and
tracking of Covid-19
infection trends; Out-
break detection and
pandemic trajectory
assessment incl. of
clusters and hotspots

DL, ML, NLP Time series epidemi-
ological data (e.g.
confirmed cases,
deaths, recoveries),
location data
(Bluetooth, GPS),
google trends, credit
card transactions,
smartphone data
(activity and usage
patterns), Facebook
and twitter data,
audio conversations
with hospitals,
wearable sensor
data (e.g. heart
rate, temperature,
sleep duration)
Text data (clinical
notes and discharge
summaries)

Better preparedness
and control; timely
enforcement
of preventive
measures –
lockdown, sanitation
procedures, real-
time updates for
public, optimal
allocation of
healthcare resources

Lack of standard
datasets, Generaliz-
ability of the model
to other settings,
privacy, and security
of data incl. cyber
attacks
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Alhasan and Hasaneen (2021);
Jabarulla and Lee (2021); Sarker
et al. (2021); Aruleba et al. (2022);
Vaishya et al. (2020); Swayamsiddha
et al. (2021); Naseem et al. (2020);
Shah et al. (2021); Baz et al. (2022);
Abdulkareem and Petersen (2021)

Literature Review and
Conceptual

Government & Public Monitoring/ surveillance
of COVID-19 patients
and close contacts
for contact tracing,
quarantine

- Location data (GPS,
Bluetooth) using AI-
enabled smartphone
applications and
wearables, social
media activity, credit
card transactions, car
number plate details,
clinical data

Faster, more efficient;
lower occupational
hazard vis-à-vis
conventional
human-tracing;
Patients can home
quarantine instead
of institutional
quarantine

Privacy and security
concerns, risk of
breaches, Lack of
robust regulatory
landscape, lack
of awareness of
regulatory issues

Jabarulla and Lee (2021); Sarker et al.
(2021); Aruleba et al. (2022); Ngabo
et al. (2021); Shah et al. (2021);
Piccialli et al. (2021); Albalawi and
Mustafa (2022)

Literature Review and
Conceptual

Government & Public Contactless and
autonomous public
health surveillance –
facial recognition
and thermal imaging
for monitoring
mask-wearing, social
distancing, and fever

Computer vision, ML Video-feed fromcameras,
images

Safer, autonomous,
faster, and
efficient; relatively
inexpensive to
monitor large and
populated regions

Privacy and security
concerns

Shah et al. (2021) Literature Review Government & Public Vaccination Drive
(Identification of
vaccines with best
efficacy among
approved vaccine list)

- Multimodal data (age,
gender, comorbidities
etc.)

Maximum efficacy and
least adverse effects
on the patient

Kaur et al. (2021) Literature Review Public Self-assessment of
symptoms

NLP Text and Voice data (on
public queries)

Public get answers
to their questions
related to infection
and further direction

Wang et al. (2021), Alhasan and
Hasaneen (2021); Khan et al.
(2021); Sarker et al. (2021); Malik
et al. (2021); Aruleba et al. (2022);
Swayamsiddha et al. (2021); Vaishya
et al. (2020); Naseem et al. (2020);
Nguyen et al. (2021); Shah et al.
(2021); Piccialli et al. (2021); Kaur
et al. (2021); Baz et al. (2022);
Albalawi and Mustafa (2022); Arora
et al. (2021); Rasheed et al. (2021)

Literature Review and
Conceptual

Pharmaceuticals Identification/ prediction
of virus protein
structure; molecule
scoring process;
predict drug-
target interactions
(DTIs); screening
potential drug
candidates; Essentially
Drug/vaccine
repurposing,
development.

DL, ML, NLP Genomic, chemical and
molecular data, drug
database

Millions of compounds
can be screened
against a druggable
target in a speedy
manner; Faster
and cost-effective
drug and vaccine
discovery and
development

Ever-changing
nature of the virus
(mutations)

(continued)
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Table 1. Continued.

Studies Methodology
Relevant

Stakeholders
AI

Applications

AI
Computational
Technique(s) Data Type(s) Benefits Challenges

Sarker et al. (2021);
Albalawi and Mustafa
(2022)

Systematic Literature
Review

Researchers &
Pharmaceuticals

Extraction of medical
information from
scientific research
papers for treatment

NLP Text data (Research
papers and
documents)

Extract medical infor-
mation from the
unstructured text

-

Surianarayanan and
Chelliah (2021)

Literature
review+Modelling
using a hypothetical
training dataset

Government & Public Public health surveillance
and early outbreak
detection using
heterogeneous data

- Epidemiological time
series data, textual
clinical reports, social
media data, data from
wearable devices,
airline tickets sale,
demographic data,
and environmental
data (temperature,
humidity)

Assist in implementing
preventive countermea-
sures such as lockdown,
keeping isolation
centers ready, etc.

Hospitals & Patients Detection and diagnosis
using medical imaging
modalities

DL Chest CT scans Fast and reliable Requires large, accurately
labeled/curated datasets
to produce sufficient
accuracy

Detection and risk assess-
ment/classification
based on symptoms

ML Clinical symptoms
(Contact, fever, cough,
sneeze, shortness of
breath, sore throat,
comorbidity)

Easy to detect the
symptoms

Prognosis-based
prediction of COVID-
19 patient (Mortality
risk prediction, length
of hospitalisation)

ML Clinical data (e.g.
oxygen saturation),
demographic data
(e.g. sex, age)

Identification of high-risk
patients up to 10 days
in advance, resource
estimation (patients
who need ventilators
and in need of ICUs)

Need to be tested over
diverse data sets to
enhance generalizability

Pharmaceuticals Drug repurposing, new
drug and vaccine
development

ML, DL, NLP Genomic and molecular
data, drug and
disease databases
with published and
unpublished data

Significant reduction in
time and cost
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the table. Also, if a study covered multiple stakeholders
and/or multiple AI applications (for a stakeholder), it is
repeated for each.

The review (see Table 1) revealed several gaps. First,
there is no comprehensive investigation covering all the
key AI applications for different stakeholders in the
healthcare sector. Existing literature mostly focuses on
the use of AI in specific applications, such as disease
detection, drug development or resource allocation. Sim-
ilarly, the information about computational techniques
and data needs is scattered across different studies, mak-
ing it difficult for stakeholders to understand how to
implementAI. A comprehensive examination of different
AI applications, computational methods and data types
across different areas of healthcare, and an integrated per-
spective on how AI could benefit the entire healthcare
sector, including the role of various stakeholders such as
governments, hospitals, pharmaceutical companies and
patients, is missing. These gaps led to research questions
RQ1 and RQ2. Answers to these questions will enable
stakeholders to choose the most appropriate AI solutions
for their specific needs.

Most studies in the literature have focused on the tech-
nical aspects of AI application in healthcare, with limited
or no attention given to managerial aspects like enablers
and implementation-related challenges. Research that
addresses these antecedents could help practitioners and
policymakers developmore effective strategies to encour-
age AI adoption. Furthermore, there seem to be few
studies exploring the performance impact of AI applica-
tions for different healthcare stakeholders. Investigating
the tangible and intangible benefits of AI in different
healthcare contexts would be beneficial for understand-
ing its overall impact and could aid its wider acceptance
and application.

Addressing these managerial aspects is important,
as they can help healthcare providers, policymakers,
and other stakeholders make well-informed decisions
about AI adoption and implementation strategies. These
knowledge gaps led to research questions RQ3, RQ4 and
RQ5.

There is no comprehensive AI framework for the
healthcare sector. Those frameworks that exist are too
narrowly focused: one, for example, is patient-centric
and wholly blockchain- and AI-based (Jabarulla and Lee
2021). A holistic framework for AI in healthcare that
incorporates both technological and management levers
is required.

Finally, there are very few empirical studies. Most
of the studies are conceptual (relying on selective sec-
ondary data), literature review-based or simulation-
based, and are also limited in scope. In-depth country-
level investigations, such as those based on case studies,

appear to be missing. Therefore, it is unclear how AI
is adopted in healthcare at the stakeholder or country
level.

The literature contains many valuable studies that
provide the theoretical basis for the framework on AI
in healthcare. However, the lack of empirical support
for the framework may limit its credibility, applicabil-
ity, and generalizability. For instance, without practical
assessment and validation, it may be difficult to ascertain
the framework’s relevance and effectiveness in address-
ing real-world problems. Additionally, inconsistencies
within the framework may remain unaddressed. As a
result, practitioners and policymakers may be hesitant to
adopt or utilise such frameworks.

The present study aims to address these gaps by
proposing a comprehensive AI framework for healthcare
that includes all key stakeholders, AI application areas,
and relevant technical and managerial aspects/levers
(Research Objective 1). To ensure the proposed frame-
work is comprehensive, we also reviewed several estab-
lished and emerging AI and technology frameworks in
healthcare and other sectors, including the Technology,
Organization, and Environment (TOE) framework (e.g.
Pillai et al. 2021), the patient-centric framework (e.g.
Jabarulla and Lee 2021), AI frameworks for public man-
agement (e.g. Wirtz and Müller 2019; Wirtz, Weyerer,
and Sturm 2020), AI frameworks on techniques and
benefits from the supply chain domain (e.g. Naz et al.
2022), AI and blockchain readiness and adoption frame-
works (e.g. Issa, Jabbouri, and Palmer 2022; Balasubra-
manian et al. 2021), and frameworks enabling Industry
4.0 (e.g. Balasubramanian et al. 2022). These generic
frameworks provide a good theoretical basis and knowl-
edge (including knowledge of pitfalls) for developing an
AI framework for healthcare. Previous studies have also
advocated for the amalgamation of existing frameworks
to ensure both that multiple theoretical perspectives are
simultaneously considered and that the boundaries of the
field are more rigorously defined (Balasubramanian et al.
2021). However, it is important to emphasise that the key
components of our framework are not directly derived
from previous examples; rather, they have been carefully
framed and contextualised based on our understand-
ing of the healthcare sector and AI technologies. This
framework’s other significant contribution, in contrast
to the others in the literature, is that it has been prac-
tically validated in the UAE healthcare sector (Research
Objective 2).

2.1. Components of the framework

The components of the frameworkwere carefully derived
from the literature. The first task in any such endeavour is
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Figure 2. Key healthcare sector stakeholders and their roles (Source: Authors).

to identify the key stakeholders that provide the technol-
ogy solution, as well as those benefitting from it (Balasub-
ramanian et al. 2021). These stakeholders for healthcare
are given in Figure 2, below.

The technology aspects of the framework (which we
call ‘technology levers’) are organised into three lay-
ers (Jabarulla and Lee 2021): the Applications layer
(i.e. the different AI applications for the healthcare
stakeholders), the Computational layer (i.e. the differ-
ent AI techniques/models), and the Data layer (i.e.
the different kinds of data used to train/develop the
AI techniques/models). The management aspects/levers
consist of the different enablers, the risks/challenges
(Müller et al. 2021; Balasubramanian et al. 2022),
and the performance benefits arising from AI
adoption (Naz et al. 2022). These are detailed
below.

2.1.1. Technology levers
The organisation of the three layers can be bottom-up
(Data -> Computational Technique -> Applications)

or top-down (Applications -> Computational Technique
-> Data), with both approaches being appropriate
depending on data availability, expertise and the flexibil-
ity of the application.

Data Layer. AI is data-driven, making decisions based
on the data on which it was trained. More and better-
quality data make the resulting AI model more accurate
and robust (Forbes 2018; Surianarayanan and Chelliah
2021), which is particularly critical for healthcare, where
inaccuracies can be life-threatening. Table 1 displays
the wide range of data used for building AI models in
healthcare, which extends from genomic to multimedia
to epidemiological data. Data availability-related chal-
lenges can be addressed by collaborating with other hos-
pitals and obtaining data from there. Data collection can
be done in person (e.g. for blood samples) or remotely
(e.g. for heart rate or temperature). The mode of col-
lection may be invasive (CT scans, blood samples) or
non-invasive (cough sounds). All of these have implica-
tions for the nature of the AI applications that can be
developed.
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Computational Layer. The computational layer consists
of AI techniques/models (developed using input data
from the data layer) based on four generic approaches:
Machine Learning (ML), Deep Learning (DL), Natural
Language Processing (NLP) and Computer Vision (Shah
et al. 2021; Deloitte 2020; Arora et al. 2021). ML tech-
niques learn from data, classify things, identify patterns
and correlations, make decisions and predictions, and
improve with experience. They can be supervised, unsu-
pervised, semi-supervised, or reinforcement learning-
based depending on the problem context (SAP 2022; SAS
2022). ML techniques are preferred for structured data
such as time series epistemological data, where they are
considered to be more accurate.

DL is based on a conceptual model of the brain called
‘neural network’ (Deloitte 2020), where there is an input
layer for receiving data samples, a number of hidden lay-
ers that reflect the depth of the deep learning training,
and an output layer for generating the training outcomes
(Nguyen et al. 2021; Jabarulla and Lee 2021). DL meth-
ods are preferred for assessments involving unstructured
data such as medical images (Nguyen et al. 2021).

NLP techniques focus on obtaining information rep-
resentations for text and speech data, which in the case of
healthcaremeans analysing, summarising, clustering and
classifying disease-related data and data in scientific texts
(Carriere et al. 2021; Albalawi and Mustafa 2022).

Finally, computer vision techniques enable the extrac-
tion of meaningful information from visual elements
such as characters (as in the case of digitisation of docu-
ments) or images such as faces, objects, scenes and activ-
ities (Deloitte 2020). They were widely exploited during
the COVID-19 pandemic to control the spread of the
virus.

While all four generic techniques have been used to
develop AI models, and from both diagnostic and prog-
nostic perspectives (Adamidi, Mitsis, and Nikita 2021),
the key application determinant is overall performance
in terms of accuracy, sensitivity and specificity (Aruleba
et al. 2022).

Application Layer. It is useful to categorise AI appli-
cations according to individual stakeholders, although
some of them are considered together because of their
close association with each other, such as healthcare
providers and patients, and government and the (gen-
eral) public. Pharmaceutical companies are classified sep-
arately.

Healthcare Providers and Patients. Healthcare providers
include hospitals, clinics, laboratories and pharmacies,
with the relevant AI applications in their cases being
disease detection, diagnosis, and patient prognosis and

classification (see Table 1). For COVID-19 detection and
diagnosis, AI techniques based on medical imaging (CT
scan, MRI, ultrasound and X-ray), blood samples and
acoustics were tried (Abdulkareem and Petersen 2021).
While the approaches based on CT scans yielded the
best results, those based on X-rays were most commonly
used. In the case of techniques based on blood samples
(Mohamadou, Halidou, and Kapen 2020), their sensi-
tivity and specificity were found to be greater than that
of the RT–PCR test (Arora et al. 2021). For techniques
based on acoustic data, the patient’s voice, coughing
and breathing sounds were used. These can be recorded
remotely via smartphone/computer, which makes them
more convenient and cost-effective to use. The acous-
tic data-based techniques have also been found to be
effective for asymptomatic patients (Sarker et al. 2021).
COVID-19 detection/diagnosis based on AI using clini-
cal data such as temperature, heart rate, oxygen levels and
clinical symptoms such as cough, fever, sneezing, short-
ness of breath, sore throat and comorbidity has also been
reported (Surianarayanan and Chelliah 2021).

AI models have also been employed for prognostic
assessment and the classification of COVID-19 patients
based on disease severity, mortality, length of hospitali-
sation and recovery duration (Wang et al. 2021). These
models are also used to classify patients into the overall
risk categories of high, moderate and low risk (Shah et al.
2021), taking into account gender and age factors as well
(Malik et al. 2021). Through improved prediction accu-
racy, the models enable better planning for ICU admis-
sions, aswell as for assessing the requirements for oxygen,
ventilators, beds and healthcare staff (Vaishya et al. 2020).
They also contribute to better planning for treatment reg-
imens for high-risk patients, reducing disease severity
and mortality (Alhasan and Hasaneen 2021).

AI-based medical chatbots were also tried success-
fully during the COVID-19 pandemic. They provided
online consultation/support on issues such as symptoms,
drugs, mental stress (virtual therapy), infection avoid-
ance/reporting, self-screening/quarantining, and near-
est hospital location, thereby helping to avoid physical
crowding at hospitals and associated disease transmission
(Wang et al. 2021; Baz et al. 2022).

Government and Public. Governments oversaw the
implementation of measures such as lockdowns, quaran-
tining, social distancing, face masking, contact tracing,
thermal screening (for fever detection) and the roll-
out of vaccination programmes to reduce the spread
of the virus and ensure citizens’ safety. AI played a
crucial role in all of these activities (Surianarayanan
and Chelliah 2021). Public health surveillance based
on computer vision systems with thermal imaging
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capabilities proved effective in screening febrile cases.
Other related applications focused on face mask detec-
tion, social distancing assessment, motion detection
and number plate recognition, which improved compli-
ance with lockdowns and other COVID-19 regulations.
Similarly, AI-enabled smart wearables and smartphone
applications (Alhasan and Hasaneen 2021) could check
whether quarantine/isolation/social distancing norms
were being followed. Also successfully applied were AI-
based surveillance systems that used social media data
(Twitter and Facebook) and associated sentiment anal-
ysis, credit card purchases, global positioning system
(GPS) data, flight booking data, internet search activity,
and Wi-Fi and mobile data (which identified abnormal
usage such as earlier morning calls, sudden cessation of
calls, calls suddenly appearing from a different city, etc.)
(Nguyen et al. 2021; Shah et al. 2021). NLP-based meth-
ods provided additional surveillance opportunities by
using information present in clinical notes and discharge
summaries (Carriere et al. 2021).

Finally, AI-based forecasting approaches could learn
from massive datasets on factors such as the number
of COVID-19 cases, deaths, demographics and related
environmental conditions in order to predict the future
course of the disease, including peaks, reappearance, pre-
ventive measure effect and overall impact (Vaishya et al.
2020). This could be done for different geographical loca-
tions, which enabled governments to devise appropriate
and timely remedial actions (Nguyen et al. 2021; Naseem
et al. 2020).

Pharmaceutical Companies. New drug/vaccine develop-
ment takes a long time and is also very expensive for phar-
maceutical companies. AI can accelerate this process and
make it more cost-efficient. For example, for COVID-
19, AI models that could screen targets on the virus’s
surface and identify potential compounds (adjuvants for
drugs and vaccines) were successfully explored (Suria-
narayanan and Chelliah 2021). An example of this is
AlphaFold, a deep learning system developed by Google
DeepMind, which was able to provide valuable informa-
tion on the COVID-19 virus’s protein structure quickly,
thereby accelerating vaccine development (Naseem et al.
2020). AI can also help run simulations to predict the
effectiveness of potential drugs/vaccines.

AI also helps in drug repurposing so that existing
drugs can be used to treat new diseases. This was seen
for COVID-19, where a DL-based drug-target interac-
tion model called Molecule Transformer-Drug Target
Interaction (MT-DTI) was used to identify commer-
cially available drugs that could act on the viral proteins
of the COVID-19 virus (Shah et al. 2021). AI models
could also identify COVID-19 vaccines that had greater

effectiveness and fewer/lesser side effects (Shah et al.
2021). They could also determine existing COVID-19
virus mutations as well as predict future ones (Albalawi
and Mustafa 2022).

2.1.2. Management levers
This section discusses the various enablers, benefits and
challenges associated with AI adoption in healthcare.

Enablers of AI. Regulatory and Legal Environment.While
AI applications are beneficial, the related legal and reg-
ulatory frameworks need to be robust so that the people
associatedwith the applications’ development can be held
accountable (Nguyen et al. 2021). This is particularly crit-
ical for healthcare, where people’s health and lives are at
stake. Appropriate government policies, directives, reg-
ulations and laws therefore need to be in place (Google
2022a; 2022b). They must also be easily comprehensi-
ble and accessible to AI developers and should keep pace
with the development of new AI applications (Balasub-
ramanian et al. 2021; Abdulkareem and Petersen 2021).
This can also help in attractingmore AI developers to the
sector.

Technology Infrastructure. AI algorithms and associated
data are growing in complexity and therefore require
increasing computational power and technology infras-
tructure, such as hardware, software, networks, appli-
cations, and other information and communications
technology (ICT) resources (Jabarulla and Lee 2021).
For example, the availability of CT scanning facilities
in clinics and hospitals is essential for implementing
AI-based imaging techniques, just as high-resolution
thermal imaging cameras are important for AI-driven
public health surveillance. The preference should be for
infrastructure and equipment that can be integrated with
the existing set-up rather than adopting those that are
totally novel (Shah et al. 2021). In order to fully lever-
age the benefits of AI, patients and healthcare providers
should have access to electronic devices such as smart-
phones and tablets with 4G/5G connectivity, as well as
high-speed internet (Balasubramanian et al. 2021).

Stakeholder Collaboration. In a sector as complex as
healthcare, no single player possesses all the solutions.
Collaborations between stakeholders, such as between
clinicians, epidemiologists, computer scientists, software
developers, AI experts, and others, are therefore needed
for developing (and subsequently applying) AI solutions
(Abdulkareem and Petersen 2021). Such collaborations
can be between the public and private sectors (van Der
Schaar et al. 2021), as well as between different health-
care institutions (Nguyen et al. 2021). Global collabora-
tion and data sharing are also needed to evaluate newly
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developed AI techniques. For example, developing a
common dataset using samples from different institu-
tions can overcome any data scarcity encountered when
training AI techniques. Similarly, collaborations with
telecommunications and cloud solution providers can
strengthen the technology infrastructure needed for AI
technique development and application (Balasubrama-
nian et al. 2021). Additionally, partnerships between
healthcare institutions, multinational technology com-
panies (e.g. Google), universities, startups, et cetera,
could foster the development of novel AI healthcare
applications. For example, Fitbit© is collaborating with
Apple© and the Stanford Healthcare Innovation Lab to
develop AI algorithms capable of detecting COVID-19
even before symptoms become apparent (Snider 2020).
These collaborations all facilitate complementary knowl-
edge and skill acquisition, ecosystem integration, and
the development of new business models from an AI
perspective (EIT 2021).

Innovation Propensity. Cultivating a robust innovation
culture is essential for AI’s successful adoption, and this
is something required for all stakeholders. For instance,
customer orientation is an important factor for innova-
tion. Customer-oriented organisations such as hospitals
should therefore seek innovations that contribute to cus-
tomer satisfaction (or patient satisfaction in healthcare)
(Pillai et al. 2021). A country’s vision and its govern-
ment can also play critical roles in promoting innova-
tion within the healthcare sector (Balasubramanian et al.
2021).

Benefits of AI in Healthcare. In healthcare, as in other
sectors, performance benefits resulting from a technol-
ogy are critical to its adoption (Pillai et al. 2021; Bala-
subramanian et al. 2021). This means that the greater the
potential benefits of AI for healthcare stakeholders, the
more resources such as time, money and personnel, they
will spend on it. These benefits are presented below.

Operational Benefits. Operational benefits primarily
involve higher speed and lower cost through the AI-
enabled automation of processes. For example, in the
case of CT scan assessment, while a radiologist takes an
average of 10min and 9 s, the deep learning algorithm
completes the task in just 4.5 s (Khan et al. 2021; Naseem
et al. 2020). The automated nature of assessment in the
latter case, which also applies to MRI and X-ray scans,
also improves cost efficiency by reducing both the radi-
ologist’s time commitment and the need for support staff
(Wang et al. 2021; Khan et al. 2021). Similarly, AI-enabled
remote diagnoses and medical chatbots provide quicker
responses. They also reduce patient hospital visits and
the associated resource requirements, offer scalability

to meet increased demand, and can work long hours
without fatigue – all of which contribute to improved cost
efficiency.

AI’s predictive modelling algorithms can also provide
accurate assessments of resource requirements such as
hospital beds, ICUs, ventilators and healthcare profes-
sionals in a timely fashion (Adamidi, Mitsis, and Nikita
2021), which again leads to quick response (for the
patients) and cost efficiency (for the hospital). Simi-
larly, theAImodel-enabled accurate prognosis of patients
enables fast and appropriate treatment to be provided to
those at high risk while conserving scarce resources.

On the Research and Development (R&D) front, AI
significantly reduces the time required for drug/vaccine
discovery. For example, it can facilitate the rapid short-
listing of the most promising molecules from among
thousands, which can then be evaluated for the develop-
ment of therapeutic drugs/vaccines (Malik et al. 2021).
This also reduces the R&D resource requirements, such
as equipment, reagents, chemicals and researchers.

Quality Benefits. Healthcare staff are under high lev-
els of stress during pandemics, such as the COVID-19
outbreak, as a result of which manual/traditional proto-
cols for diagnosing and treating patients could become
prone to error (Alhasan and Hasaneen 2021). AI-based
approaches, on the other hand, are unaffected by either
stress/anxiety or the nature of the workload and can
continue to provide consistent detection and diagnosis;
they can also be less prone to biases if they learn from
sufficiently representative datasets. Studies have shown
AI-assisted radiologists to be more successful in diag-
nosing COVID-19 than those without such assistance
(Pankhania 2021). Finally, AI-based pandemic forecast-
ing models have been reported to be more accurate than
conventional linear regression-based ones (Abdulkareem
and Petersen 2021).

Social Benefits.AI can enhance public health surveillance,
including spatial epidemiology, and improve epidemi-
ological forecasting capabilities, thereby improving the
population’s health (Abdulkareem and Petersen 2021).
Real-timeAI-basedmonitoring capabilities are helpful in
assessing the spread of outbreaks, including by identify-
ing hotspots and clusters (Alhasan and Hasaneen 2021).
AI ensures that preventive measures such as contact trac-
ing and social distancing can be implemented effectively
and efficiently. It also enables personalised patient care
and ensures priority treatment for those who need it
the most, based on their medical history and clinical
data (Jabarulla and Lee 2021). Moreover, AI facilitates
the identification of vulnerable sections of the popula-
tion based on demographic data such as age, gender,
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and ethnicity (Vaishya et al. 2020). Additionally, AI-
enabled virtual applications and medical chatbots pro-
vide accurate and timely responses to patient and public
queries, thereby preventing misinformation and associ-
ated panic or chaos (Sarker et al. 2021).

Challenges of AI in Healthcare. Several challenges have
been identified in the literature. The key ones include:

Privacy and Security Concerns. Sensitive and personal
healthcare data must be handled with the utmost pri-
vacy and trust because of its potential for abuse and
discrimination, and in accordance with the legislation
enacted for precisely that reason. According to the global
IPSOS/World Economic Forum study of 2019, 41% of
people did not trust their healthcare providers with their
private data (IPSOS 2019). Therefore, assuring healthcare
stakeholders that their information will be kept private,
safe and anonymous is critical for the successful adoption
of AI.

The Generalisability of AI Models. One of the main chal-
lenges facing AI computational techniques/models is
their lack of generalisability across settings (Arora et al.
2021). This is often due to the dataset used to train the
model being local or specific and therefore unsuitable for
use in a different setting.Most of the studies in Table 1 are
based on single locations; the applicability of the model
they discuss may therefore be limited to the same geo-
graphical region. Another issue with ML and DL models
pertains to model overfitting, as the training and testing
data may come from the same dataset due to limited data
availability (Wang et al. 2021).

Data and Algorithmic Bias. Another concern with AI
models is algorithmic bias, which involves issues of fair-
ness and inclusiveness (Arora et al. 2021). For instance,
for disease severity risk prediction, biases in modelling
may result in genuine high-risk patients being excluded
from priority care. In the case of NLP-based models,
language processing may not be feasible for certain lan-
guages, leading to inclusivity concerns. Additionally, AI
models often suffer from data selection bias, such as
training data being from a single hospital only. Theymust
be therefore tested on diverse datasets covering wider
demographics (Surianarayanan and Chelliah 2021). Sim-
ilarly, AI diagnostic models based on a single data type
could display biases, which would result in the models
needing to be used in conjunction with traditional lab-
oratory tests. This necessitates a multimodal AI frame-
work that uses different types of data (Wang et al.
2021).

Lack of Data Standards.One of the main challenges asso-
ciatedwith the use ofAImodels is the absence of standard
datasets (Khan et al. 2021). Using wrong or unreliable

data sources can result in inaccurate results (Nguyen
et al. 2021). Although several static datasets may be
available, the dynamic nature of a context like COVID-
19 can quickly render them obsolete. Moreover, there is
a shortage of epistemological time-series datasets of the
type employed in epidemiological models (Albalawi and
Mustafa 2022).

Our proposed AI framework containing all of the
above elements is shown in Figure 3. By developing this
comprehensive AI framework, we accomplished the first
research objective of this study. However, it is important
to emphasise that, like any research framework, the one
wepropose relies on foundational assumptions that shape
its approach, methodology and analysis. We list these
assumptions because knowing them is vital for under-
standing the research’s scope, applicability and potential
limitations:

• AI has the potential to transform healthcare by
addressing inefficiencies and complexities in the sec-
tor, particularly those highlighted by the COVID-19
pandemic.

• AI can substantially improve operational, quality-
related and societal outcomes in healthcare.

• A comprehensive approach or framework (as opposed
to a fragmented one) that encompasses a variety of AI
applications, computational methods, data types, and
both technical andmanagement factors is essential for
the widespread adoption of AI in healthcare.

• A framework that has been empirically validated in a
real-world setting (such as the UAE) provides more
robust and actionable insights than those that are
based on literature reviews, simulations and concep-
tual analyses.

• The framework is relevant to other healthcare con-
texts around the world and can provide useful insights
there.

3. Case studymethodology

Having developed the AI healthcare framework, the next
stage was to test its applicability and usefulness using the
case study method (Yin 2009). We decided on a single
case study of the UAE’s healthcare sector that embedded
multiple units of analysis (Yin 2009). This was necessary
as many different strands of the framework – technology
levers, management levers and their sub-components –
needed to be explored.

We chose the UAE’s healthcare sector due to its
global reputation and exceptional performance during
the COVID-19 pandemic. The UAE ranks as the 20th
best healthcare country globally according to the World
Index of Healthcare Innovation (Roy 2021), with 125
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Figure 3. Proposed AI Framework for the Healthcare Sector.

large public and private hospitals possessing advanced
facilities (Balasubramanian et al. 2021). It was one of
the first countries to vaccinate its entire eligible popula-
tion, with per-capita vaccination rates among the highest
in the world (Weqaya 2021a). Additionally, it had the
highest per-capita testing rate and the lowest death rate
from COVID-19 (FCSC 2022). Advanced technologies,
including AI, were a significant factor in these achieve-
ments (Weqaya 2021b).

Given the novelty of the topic and the need for prac-
tical solutions, we employed a pragmatic approach using
both primary and secondary data (Balasubramanian et al.
2021; 2022). The secondary data relevant to AI applica-
tion in theUAE’s healthcare sector casewas sourced from
reliable sources such as industry and consultancy reports,
government reports and policy documents, news arti-
cles, websites, successful use cases, and published inter-
view data and transcripts. The primary data served to
fill the gaps in the secondary data and involved semi-
structured interviews with 12 participants (see Table 2).
These participants were carefully selected using a

Table 2. List of primary respondents.

S. No Interviewee
Experience
(in Years) Stakeholder

1 Healthcare Researcher
(Government entity)

11 Researcher

2 Physician 20+ Practitioner
3 IT Infrastructure Manager 8 Hospital
4 IT Director 15 Clinics
5 IT Security and Compliance

Lead
30+ Hospital

6 Physician 3 Practitioner
7 Chief Technology Architect 25+ IT solution provider
8 IT Consultant (Advisory and

Legal)
9 Consulting Firm

9 Senior IT Infrastructure
Engineer

15 IT solution provider

10 Physician 12 Practitioner
11 Service Delivery Manager

(Infrastructure & Data
Center)

14 Hospital

12 Administration Manager 10 Hospital

purposive sampling technique to cover the various stake-
holders in the healthcare sector with knowledge of AI
applications. The interviews were conducted via Zoom
and lasted 30–45min.
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We then used a top-down, deductive method for the-
matic analysis, enabling the systematic categorisation and
coding of data obtained from primary (interview tran-
scripts) and secondary sources. Our decision to use this
technique was guided by the pre-established themes and
sub-themes present in the proposed AI framework for
the healthcare sector (Figure 3), and it accommodated
new perspectives and modifications during data analy-
sis. Previous studies have recommended the use of top-
down approaches when researchers aim to establish the
relevance and validity of a theoretical framework (Bala-
subramanian et al. 2021; 2022).

Accordingly, the first stage involved high-level cate-
gorisation of primary and secondary data into
Technology (T) and Management (M) levers. The sec-
ond stage entailed thematic classification and coding. For
the technology lever, data were further classified into
three primary themes: Application (A), Computational
(C) andData (D) layers. These themes were subsequently
divided into sub-themes as defined in the framework. For
instance, AI applications related to pandemic trend fore-
casting were grouped under the sub-theme A1. Specific
applications within sub-theme A1, such as epistemolog-
ical time series forecasting, then received unique codes
(e.g. A1.1). Similar sub-theme categorisation and coding
were applied to the computational and data layers. For
example, X-ray imageswere coded asD1.1 under the sub-
theme multimedia data (D1) and the main theme data
layer (D). These sub-themes and codes were further clas-
sified for each stakeholder group: governments & public
(G&P), hospitals & patients (H&P), and pharmaceuti-
cals (P).

A similar approach was taken for the management
levers. The data were classified into three broad themes:
Enablers (EN), Challenges (CH) and Performance Ben-
efits (PB), which were further divided into sub-themes
and then assigned codes. For instance, within enablers,
specific aspects like regulatory policies (EN1.1) and reg-
ulatory toolkit (EN1.2) were given unique codes and
grouped under the sub-theme regulatory and legal envi-
ronment (EN1), which falls under the central theme of
enablers (EN).

4. Case study findings

The findings are organised in line with the core compo-
nents of the framework, as presented in Table 3, which
address research questions RQ1 to RQ5. To provide
a comprehensive perspective, technology and manage-
ment levers are mapped to each stakeholder.

4.1. Technology levers

4.1.1. Application layer (Answer to RQ1)
Government. The UAE government implemented num-
erous AI applications (see Table 3) and most intervie-
wees appreciated their role in monitoring and preventing
COVID-19. In particular, they emphasised the contri-
butions of Rokid T1 (AI-powered Smart Glass), Dubai
Police’s flagship AI project ‘Oyoon’ (which involves
the use of advanced AI-powered cameras for facial
recognition and behavioural analysis),and smart hel-
mets (equipped with thermal cameras and sensors). AI-
powered thermal infrared cameras were also installed
indoors in leading malls, hospitals and clinics. Accord-
ing to one interviewee, ‘These cameras can not only read
the patients’ and visitors’ temperatures but also deter-
mine whether they are wearing face masks and main-
taining social distancing, and provide related alerts’. The
Abu Dhabi government also deployed intelligent scan-
ners at border crossings, malls and other public loca-
tions. These scanners could detect COVID-19 infections
within seconds by measuring people’s electromagnetic
wave emissions (which are altered by the presence of
the viral RNA) and were found to be 93.5% and 83%
accurate in identifying infected and non-infected indi-
viduals, respectively (The National News 2021a; Abu
Dhabi Government Media Office 2021). These findings
are consistent with previous research on AI applications
for social monitoring. For example, Surianarayanan and
Chelliah (2021) discussed the use of intelligent infrared
cameras with facial recognition systems to measure body
temperature and assess compliance with mask-wearing
and social distancing guidelines. These technologies can
enable healthcare authorities to detect COVID-19 symp-
toms and determine non-compliance with pandemic-
related regulations (Jabarulla and Lee 2021; Shah et al.
2021). In Hyderabad, India, CCTV cameras installed
throughout the city were equipped with deep learning
and computer vision technologies to identify individu-
als not wearing face masks. These cameras then trig-
gered alerts in the control centre for necessary actions
(Surianarayanan and Chelliah 2021).

The UAE government also employed several AI appli-
cations for COVID-19 quarantine, with the ALHOSN
UAE app being one of the most notable ones. This app
features a unique personal QR code and a colour-coding
system that indicates the user’s health status, enabling
it to trace individuals (through Bluetooth technology)
who have come into close proximity with confirmed
COVID-19 cases. This approach is similar to solutions
that have been developed by other countries for location-
based COVID-19 notifications and communication. For
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Table 3. Mapping of AI Framework to UAE healthcare sector.

Technology Lever Management Lever

Stakeholders Initiative Application Computational Technique(s) Data Type(s) Enablers Benefits Challenges Reference

Dubai police
(Government)

Smart Glass (Rokid
T1)

Public health
surveillance –
temperature
screening of
commuters at public
transport stops

Computer Vision
(Infrared thermal
cameras with
facial and object
recognition)

Image and Video Technology
infrastructure,
innovation
propensity

Operational:
Detection capacity
of 100 people per
minute from 2
m distance with
information on
suspected cases
then automatically
communicated
Quality: 100%
detection rate
with accuracy of
99.8%.

Privacy and security
concerns

Dubai Police (2020)

Dubai police
(Government)

Oyoon’ (‘eye’ in
English)

Public health
surveillance –
temperature
screening, social
distancing,
face-mask detection

Computer Vision
(Thermal cameras
with facial
recognition
and behavioral
analysis)

Image and Video Technology
infrastructure,
innovation
propensity

Operational and
Social: Large scale
non-intrusive
surveillance,
automatically
detect and
alert authorities
of breach in
protocols

Privacy and security
concerns

Dubai Police (2020)

UAE Ministry of Interior
(Government)

The smart helmet Public health
surveillance –
temperature
screening, social
distancing,
face-mask detection

Computer Vision
(Thermal cameras
with facial
and object
recognition)

Image and Video Technology
infrastructure,
innovation
propensity

Operational and
Social: Control the
spread of virus

Privacy and security
concerns

MOI (2021); UAE
(2022)

Local and Federal
Government

ALHOSN UAE Public health
surveillance –
contact tracing,
quarantine, hot spot
detection using
real-time COVID-19
status of public
health

AI-enabled Smart
Application

Location-based
(Bluetooth, GPS)

Legal and regulatory
environment,
technology
infrastructure,
innovation
propensity

Operational and
Social: Official
one stop for all
(citizens, residents,
tourists, and
visitors), provides
vaccination status,
and can be used
as travel pass for
movement within
the country

Require smartphones
and internet
connectivity,
difficult for
non-technical
users

NCEMA (2022)

AbuDhabiGovernment Intelligent electronic
wristbands

Isolation and home
quarantine

AI-enabled Smart
Wearable
technology

Location-based
(Geo-tagged)

Technology
infrastructure,
innovation
propensity

Social: Detects
breach of
quarantine and
isolation rules,
tamper-proof

Privacy, security, and
ethical concerns

UAE (2022)

(continued)
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Table 3. Continued.

Technology Lever Management Lever

Stakeholders Initiative Application Computational Technique(s) Data Type(s) Enablers Benefits Challenges Reference

Dubai Government COVID19 – DXB
Smart App

Public health
surveillance –
home isolation
and quarantine for
close contacts and
positive cases

AI-enabled Smart
Application with
NLP

Location-based
(Bluetooth, GPS)

Technology
infrastructure,
innovation
propensity

Operational and
Social: Patient
can contact the
health authorities
24/7 through
the app for
complications and
make audio/video
calls to anyone
though the app to
stay connected

Requires smart-
phones and
internet connec-
tivity, difficult
for non-technical
users

UAE (2022)

Dubai Roads and
Transport Authority
(Government)

AI-enabled Cameras
in Taxis

Public health
surveillance –
Face mask and
facial detection,
and physical
distancing
of driver and
commuters

Computer Vision and
ML

Image and Video Technology
infrastructure,
innovation
propensity

Operational, Quality
and Social: The
AI technology
can automatically
process video
files spanning
200,000 h a
day and report
violations with an
accuracy rate of
99.1%

Privacy and security
concerns

RTA (2020)

Dubai Health Authority
(Government)

Screening for
tuberculosis &
other diseases

Disease Detection
using medical
imaging

ML Chest X-ray Regulatory and legal
environment,
innovation
propensity

Operational: Reduces
work load of
Radiologists,
supports clinical
decision-making

Only available in few
facilities. Scaling
up seems to be an
issue

Gupta (2019); Zawya
(2020)

AbuDhabiGovernment Intelligent Scanners Public health
surveillance –
COVID-19
screening and
detection

Computer Vision Electro-magnetic
(EM) wave
emissions

Regulatory and legal
environment,
innovation
propensity

Operational, Quality
and Social: Non-
invasive COVID-19
screening and
detection in
seconds, high
sensitivity and
accuracy

Public concern on
the potential side
effects from EM
radiation; privacy
concerns

Abu Dhabi Govern-
ment Media Office
(2021); Reuters
(2021)

Prognica (Heathcare
startup)

Screening for breast
cancer

Disease detection
and diagnosis
using medical
imaging

ML and Computer
Vision

MRI and Ultrasound
Images

Regulatory and legal
environment,
innovation
propensity

Operational and
Quality: Enables
early detection,
high training
accuracy of
96.1%, improves
interpretive
capabilities of
radiologists by
∼ 12%

Lack of public
awareness
and trust on
AI-enabled
technologies

de Leon (2021)
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Researchers/Scientists Severity assessment
of COVID-19
patients

Prognostic-based
severity prediction

ML Chest X-ray Innovation
propensity

Operational and
Social: Used
federated learning
to train the model
to address privacy
concerns

Availability of
large-scale data

The National News
(2021b; 2021c)

Healthcare Solution
provider (Cerner)
and American
Hospital Dubai

COVID-19 Patient
Mortality and ICU
Admission

Prognostic-based
severity and
mortality
prediction

ML Clinical data of 50 risk
identifiers

Stakeholder
collaboration

Operational, Quality
and Social:
Prioritised
treatment to save
lives, allocation of
resources, trained
in large data set,
high accuracy

Algorithmic bias Cerner (2021)

Smart Dubai (Gov-
ernment) and
Mohammed Bin
Rashid University of
Medicine and Health
Sciences

COVID-19 epi-
demiological AI
model

Forecasting the
pandemic trend

ML Epistemological
time-series data
(reported cases,
deaths, recovered)

Stakeholder
collaboration

Social: Implement
preventive
measures

Adaptability of the
model in different
scenarios

Smart Cities World
(2021); Weqaya
(2021c)

Hospitals (e.g.
Medicare, Al Zahra)

Virtual health
assistant

Medical Chatbots NLP Text (Patient queries) Innovation
propensity

Operational
and Quality:
Automated
response to
patient queries,
reduce workload
of medical staff,
improve patient
experience

Only English and
Arabic languages
are supported

Zawya (2020); Al
Zahra Hospital
Dubai (2020)

Ministry of Health
and Prevention
(Government)

Virtual Doctor for
COVID-19

Chatbot NLP Text (Patient queries) Innovation
propensity

Social: Automated
advice for patients
and generic
public, detect
users at risk based
on queries and
alert authorities

Only support straight
forward queries

UAE (2020)

Abu Dhabi Health
Services Company
(government),
G42 (Healthcare
solution provider),
and Sinopharm
(pharmaceutical
company)

COVID-19 vaccine
(Hayat-Vax)

Vaccine devel-
opment and
administration

Genomic, molecular
data

Innovation propen-
sity, regulatory
and legal environ-
ment, stakeholder
collaboration

Social: Control the
spread of virus,
reduce mortality

Small sample size
during pilot phase;
not very effective
for different virus
variants

Suliman et al. (2021);
G42 (2021a)

(continued)
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Table 3. Continued.

Technology Lever Management Lever

Stakeholders Initiative Application Computational Technique(s) Data Type(s) Enablers Benefits Challenges Reference

Abu Dhabi Department
of Health (gov-
ernment) and G42
(Healthcare solution
provider),

Emirati Genome
Program

Genome sequencing Genomic data Innovation propen-
sity, regulatory
and legal environ-
ment, stakeholder
collaboration

Social: Personalised
and preventive
healthcare

Low participation,
lack of public
awareness

Department of
Health (2019); G42
(2021b)

Dubai Silicon
Oasis Authority
(government)
and Derq (a
Massachusetts
Institute of
Technology spinoff)

Public compliance
with COVID-19
measures

Public health
surveillance –
social distancing,
face mask
detection, and
over crowding

Computer Vision Image and Video Innovation propen-
sity, stakeholder
collaboration

Operational and
Social: No
additional
infrastructure or
smart cameras.
Video feed from
existing cameras
are analyzed by AI
algorithms

Privacy and security
concerns

Government of Dubai
Media Office
(2020)

Dubai Health Authority
(government) and
Healthcare and
Innovative New
Technology (HiNT)

Stroke detection
headband

Remote patient
Monitoring

AI-enabled smart
wearables

Brain waves Innovation propen-
sity, stakeholder
collaboration

Operational:
24/7 remote
monitoring, and
automated alerts
to ambulance
and caregiver in
minutes

Scalability (Not
widely used)

Gupta (2019); The
National news
(2018)

BodyO (Healthcare
solution provider)

Mobile AI-assisted
health pods

Preventive
healthcare

Computer vision &
health scans

Image, Video and
sensor data

Innovation
propensity

Operational:
Provides 26 vital
readings in 6min,
teleconsultation
with specialists
during and after
procedure

Privacy and security
concerns

Gupta (2019); BodyO
(2022)

Abu Dhabi Health
Services Company
(government) and
Mohamed bin
Zayed University of
Artificial Intelligence

Heart attack
prediction

Preventive health-
care using medical
imaging

- Ultrasound image Innovation propen-
sity, stakeholder
collaboration

Quality: Saving lives
by predicting
heart attack
months in
advance, accuracy
rate of 87%

Privacy and security
concerns

MBZUAI (2022)

Dubai Health Authority
and Artelus
(Healthcare AI
solution provider);
Abu Dhabi Health
Services Company
(SEHA)

Diabetic retinopathy Detection and
Diagnosis using
medical imaging

DL Retinal Images Innovation propen-
sity, stakeholder
collaboration

Quality: Early
detection, high
degree of accuracy

Gupta (2019); Zawya
(2022)

Daman (Medical
Insurance Company)
and Microsoft
(Technology
Solution Provider)

Medical Chatbot Self-assessment tool
on COVID-19

NLP Text (patient
symptoms)

Innovation
propensity

Quality: Early
screening and
detection

Privacy and security
concerns

Microsoft (2020)
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instance, the Indian government developed the ‘Aaro-
gya Setu’ mobile app to identify close contacts, facilitate
communication between healthcare institutions and the
public, and disseminate important information about the
pandemic (Kaur et al. 2021).

The Abu Dhabi Government used intelligent elec-
tronic wristbands to track patients and ensure that they
remained strictly confined to their homes, i.e. in isola-
tion (UAE 2022). The effectiveness of these wristbands
was corroborated by one of the interviewees who con-
tracted COVID-19. Other emirates, such as Dubai, man-
dated that patients who tested positive install a smart
app (the COVID-19 DXB Smart App) on their phones.
During quarantine, patients could use this app to contact
health authorities and report any complications, make
audio/video calls to family and paramedics, and upload
documents like passports or COVID test results. Previ-
ous studies reported similar applications. For example, In
HongKong, awristband syncedwith amobile app alerted
authorities if individuals left their designated quarantine
locations (Kaur et al. 2021).

Dubai’s Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) also
employed AI technologies, such as computer vision and
machine learning algorithms, to monitor and report
offences such as failure to observe physical distancing and
improper wearing of face masks inside taxis by drivers
and passengers. The AI cameras were programmed to
scan human faces, verify if masks were worn correctly,
and estimate the distance between passengers and drivers
(RTA 2020).

TheUAEwas at the forefront of applyingAI tomedical
images for disease detection even before COVID-19. The
UAE’s Ministry of Health and Prevention (MOHAP) has
been using machine learning algorithms on chest x-ray
scans to detect diseases such as tuberculosis since 2018
(Gupta 2019; Zawya 2020). These algorithms support
radiologists’ assessments. In the words of one intervie-
wee (a healthcare administrator), ‘AI technologies are well
suited to uncovering patterns from radiographic images
that doctors may be unable to find’. All three doctors
interviewed confirmed that AI-enabled advances inmed-
ical imaging, including CT, MRI and X-ray scans, were
being used in their hospitals’ radiology departments for
COVID-19 detection. These findings are consistent with
previous research that advocates the use of AI in medi-
cal image-based diagnosis and assessment across various
imaging modalities. AI can help healthcare practitioners
and doctors to detect patterns or subtle details in medical
images that might otherwise be difficult to find, thereby
enhancing their diagnostic capabilities (Carriere et al.
2021; Mohamadou, Halidou, and Kapen 2020).

In terms of accurately forecasting COVID-19 pan-
demic trends, Smart Dubai, a government organisation

in Dubai, collaborated with the Mohammed Bin Rashid
University of Medicine and Health Sciences to develop
a relevant AI-based epidemiological model (Smart Cities
World 2021;Weqaya 2021c). Numerous studies in the lit-
erature also support the use of epidemiological models
to effectively identify the peaks of COVID-19 (Naseem
et al. 2020; Albalawi and Mustafa 2022). Additionally,
the UAE’s MOHAP introduced an AI-enabled chatbot
service called ‘Virtual Doctor for COVID-19’, which the
public could use to assess whether they had COVID-19.
By using responses to questions about travel history,
specific symptoms and health habits, the chatbot made
assessments and connected potentially infected individ-
uals to a doctor. While the chatbot service was success-
ful and significantly reduced the workload of the UAE
healthcare system, one interviewee from a leading global
technology solution provider emphasised that, ‘although
we are 90% there, we need to work on further humanis-
ing the chatbots so that patients do not feel the difference
between talking to a chatbot and a real person’. Over-
all, participants agreed that advanced AI chatbots could
make life easier for all healthcare stakeholders, including
doctors, nurses, administrative staff and patients. These
findings are consistent with the literature, which high-
lights the widespread and intensive adoption of medical
chatbots, particularly those based on natural language
processing (NLP), for question-answer systems during
the COVID-19 pandemic (Albalawi and Mustafa 2022).

The advances inAI and genomics research also proved
to be immensely beneficial for the UAE, helping to trace
the origin of COVID-19 infections and developing an
understanding of how the virusmutates and spreads from
person to person (UAE2021).Half the interviewees high-
lighted the role of AI in genome sequencing, such as
determining protein structures or identifying markers
and predictors of the disease. To build on this success, the
Abu Dhabi Department of Health, in partnership with
G42 (an AI healthcare provider), successfully launched
the Emirati Genome Programme (EGP), a national-level
project that aims to profile the gene sequences of UAE
Nationals (G42 2021b). The complete genomic profiling
of 1,000 UAE nationals using cutting-edge AI techniques
has already been completed, and this initiative is now
being extended to the broader Emirati population (G42
2021b). Previous research has explored and advocated
the use of AI in genomics, for such purposes as extracting
insights from COVID-19 genome sequences (Albalawi
and Mustafa 2022).

Healthcare Service Providers. The interviews also
revealed how AI adoption has increased efficiencies and
improved workflowmanagement at hospitals and clinics.
AI’s automated reporting feature, such as for radiology
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reports, was identified as significantly reducing the time
taken to finalise such reports and lowering administra-
tive costs – reductions that could then be passed on to
the patients. It also increased radiologists’ productivity
as they could spend more time reviewing and approv-
ing AI model-based diagnoses rather than performing
the time-consuming diagnoses themselves. These results
support the growing calls in the literature for the use of
AI in contactless image acquisition and disease diagno-
sis withminimal or no patient interaction. This approach
enables medical professionals to make quick decisions,
improving their work efficiency and reducing their work-
load (Swayamsiddha et al. 2021; Mohamadou, Halidou,
and Kapen 2020).

For prognosis, an AI-based COVID-19 Patient Mor-
tality and ICUAdmission Predictor was developed by the
AmericanHospital, Dubai, in partnership with the global
healthcare technology company Cerner (Cerner 2021).
This predictor could assess clinical outcomes, includ-
ing ICU admission probability and mortality, based on
existing comorbidities such as hypertension, diabetes,
chronic kidney disease, obesity, gender, creatinine lev-
els, white blood cell count and albumin (Cerner 2021).
This approach is consistent with previous research, which
suggests that AI can identify patients at an elevated
risk of mortality, allowing them to be prioritised for
increased allocation of hospital resources (Shah et al.
2021; Adamidi, Mitsis, and Nikita 2021).

Two interviewees from hospitals that used AI-enabled
chatbots emphasised their usefulness in addressing
patient inquiries and boosting hospital productivity. Sim-
ilarly, Damam hospital’s Covid-19 self-assessment and
bilingual (English and Arabic) information-providing
health bot aimed to reduce patient visits to hospitals,
reduce call centre workloads, enhance patient expe-
riences and encourage proactive health management
(Microsoft 2020). Such chatbots were in operation in
the UAE even before the COVID-19 pandemic struck.
For instance, Medicare Hospitals, a prominent hospi-
tal chain in the UAE, has been using a state-of-the-art
AI-based ‘virtual health assistant’ chatbot. This chatbot
learns about patients and offers personalised, accurate,
real-time responses regarding appointment bookings,
rescheduling and cancellations (Daoud 2019). The CEO
emphasised the importance of these chatbots, stating, ‘In
life, getting to a doctor when you are sick is a stressful
experience. When you add having to call a call centre to
schedule an appointment to that experience, it’s very frus-
trating’ (Daoud 2019). Similarly, Al Zahra hospital’s chat-
bot, integrated with the hospital’s backend systems, can
interpret a patient’s written requests and respond accord-
ingly (Al ZahraHospital Dubai 2020). These chatbots can
suggest necessary steps when specialists are unavailable,

serve more people than a staffed call centre and reduce
pressure on medical hotlines (Wang et al. 2021).

Several interviewees emphasised the growing use of
AI-enabled remote monitoring through smart devices.
One respondent highlighted that certain AI applications
can integrate patient data from as many as 100 devices
and generate a summary report for doctors. This reduces
the need for in-patient care at the hospital, thereby reduc-
ing the hospital’s workload and saving money for the
patients.

Pharmaceuticals and Technology Solution Providers.
The use of AI in vaccine development and clinical trials
is evident in the literature (Shah et al. 2021; Kaur et al.
2021). The case study findings from the UAE corroborate
the use of AI in these areas. The Abu Dhabi Health Ser-
vices Company (SEHA) collaborated with G42 Health-
care, a subsidiary of Group 42, an Abu Dhabi-based AI
and cloud computing company, to facilitate phase III
clinical trials for the COVID-19 vaccine developed by
the Chinese pharmaceutical company Sinopharm (Clin-
ical Trials Arena 2020). Subsequently, the UAE became
the first country in the Arab world to develop and pro-
duce a COVID-19 vaccine, Hayat-Vax, as a joint venture
between Sinopharm and G42 Healthcare (Suliman et al.
2021; G42 2021a).

In addition to COVID-19 detection, AI applications
were also found to be effective for cancer detection. Prog-
nica, a Dubai-based AI-oriented proprietary technology
company, has a product that automatically detects abnor-
mal masses in mammograms (using MRI and Ultra-
sound), and segments and classifies tumours if present.
The AI algorithm is trained with a large-scale, high-
quality mammogram training dataset consisting of more
than 60,000 cases, including 22,000 of cancer (de Leon
2021). Previous studies have advocated the use of AI in
breast cancer detection and diagnosis (Desai and Shah
2021; Vaka, Soni, and Reddy 2020).

4.1.2. Computational and data layer (Answer to RQ2)
The interviews and secondary reports (see Table 3) high-
lighted computer vision, NLP and ML as the most com-
monly used computational techniques, with DL seeing
limited application. The lack ofDL adoption suggests that
various types of unstructured data (suited for DL) are not
effectively utilised in theUAEhealthcare sector.However,
a robust technology infrastructure and the availability of
high-quality surveillance camera feeds have enabled the
effective use of computer vision in combating COVID-
19. This is unsurprising, given that computer vision has
been one of themain areas of AI research in the context of
COVID-19 (Albalawi and Mustafa 2022). Furthermore,
high internet and smartphone penetration have made
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many location- and sensor-based AI (smart) applications
possible. However, despite evidence in the literature on
using the sounds of sneezing and coughing to detect
COVID-19 (Albalawi andMustafa 2022), acoustic detec-
tion and diagnosis has seen limited uptake in the UAE.
On the other hand, the rise in medical chatbots and vir-
tual assistants clearly demonstrates theUAE’s progress on
NLP techniques.

UAE hospitals are leveraging NLP to optimise their
workflow administration. As one interviewee (a senior
healthcare administrator) stated:

As we speak, our digitalization [sic] team is converting
our old paper-based medical records to digital through
our state-of-the-art scanning facility. Also, we have the
NLP technology to read, interpret and extract important
information from the scanned documents’. Similarly,
another interviewee (a doctor) highlighted that ‘Our
NLP system can read from images of ID cards, passports
and other identity documents, saving a lot of time in
administration and records management. These systems
have lower error percentages than manual entries

The literature advocates the digitisation of patient records
to facilitate the application of NLP (Baz et al. 2022).

In terms of the data layer, initiatives to develop public
healthcare databases can facilitate AI adoption in the sec-
tor. Recognising this, the UAE’s federal government has
initiated an open data portal, including for healthcare,
to enhance participation and transparency in AI applica-
tion development (Bayanat 2022). For instance, the UAE
recently launched the award-winning ‘Riayati’ platform
that transforms the current healthcare landscape by cen-
tralisingmedical records and providing a fully integrated,
digitised clinical information system for the country’s
population. The system has over 8.4million unifiedmed-
ical records, and integrates 286 healthcare facilities and
more than 31,000 clinicians (Riayati 2022). At the emirate
level, the Department of Health in Abu Dhabi launched
Malaffi in 2018. It is the region’s first Health Informa-
tion Exchange platform that safely and securely connects
public and private healthcare providers there. Malaffi has
developed a central database of unified patient records
connecting 100% of hospitals in AbuDhabi. It stores over
559million unique clinical records and provides access to
more than 39,600 end-users (doctors, nurses and other
staff) from over 1,500 facilities, including hospitals, clin-
ics and pharmacies (Malaffi 2021). Given the availability
of vast amounts of quality data, the UAE healthcare sec-
tor can benefit from a bottom-up approach to developing
suitable AI applications and techniques. In general, the
findings are consistent with calls in the literature to use a
data-driven approach to optimise resources in healthcare
(Lotfi et al. 2022a).

4.2. Management levers

4.2.1. Enablers of AI in the UAE healthcare sector
(Answer to RQ3)
Regulatory and Legal Environment.Although AI imple-
mentation offers advantages, it also presents legal and
regulatory hurdles when no entity is held responsible
or accountable (Nguyen et al. 2021). Related challenges
include data privacy, safeguarding, ethical issues and
compliance with professional standards (Abdulkareem
and Petersen 2021; Kaur et al. 2021). The interviewees
agreed that the UAE possesses a relatively robust regu-
latory and legal environment for AI adoption, and the
country serves as a leading advocate for responsible and
ethical AI use. The state is among the few globally with a
national AI strategy (UAENational Strategy for Artificial
Intelligence 2031 2021), as part of which an AI policy for
healthcare has been developed (WAM 2021). This pol-
icy specifies the roles and responsibilities of stakeholders
involved in the development and use of AI in healthcare,
and is also tasked with proposing policies to create an AI-
friendly ecosystem (WAM2021). It also details the ethical
requirements of AI-driven tools and applications, as part
of which an Ethical AI Toolkit has been published by the
Dubai Data Establishment within the Smart Dubai Office
(Digital Dubai 2022). It is based on the four guiding
principles of ethics, security, humanity and inclusiveness.

Other emirates have been equally active. For exam-
ple, Abu Dhabi introduced a policy in 2018 (Department
of Health 2018) that aims to provide the safe and secure
use of AI in healthcare; enhance its reach, performance
and precision; andminimise its potential risks to patients.
However, one interviewee expressed concern about the
absence of a federal-level (unified) policy forAI in health-
care. Previous studies have similarly reported a lack of
federal-level policy and regulation as a barrier to tech-
nology adoption in healthcare (Balasubramanian et al.
2021).

Technology Infrastructure. A supportive and robust
IT infrastructure is critical for technology adoption in
healthcare (Balasubramanian et al. 2021). The UAE is a
leader when it comes to AI and related high-technology
infrastructure. It holds the top global rank for ‘house-
holds with internet access’ and ‘population covered by
at least a 3G network’ (Network Readiness Index 2021
2021). Given that the UAE is a country with one of the
highest incomes per capita in theworld, these households
also have extensive access to smartphones and laptops
(Balasubramanian et al. 2021). Not surprisingly, most
interviewees attributed the increasing use of technology
in healthcare to these factors, as well as the government’s
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aggressive efforts to promote digital awareness and liter-
acy among the population. One interviewee from a gov-
ernment entity described several programmes initiated
by the Dubai government, such as the ‘Dubai Blockchain
Strategy,’ which strengthens healthcare data infrastruc-
ture by migrating healthcare records to the blockchain.
This, in turn, facilitates the development of AI techniques
and applications. The UAE has also established an AI
Supercomputer Lab, optimised for AI machine learning
computations. It is available to all UAE-based researchers
and startups to maximise exploitation. Additionally, a
National Program for Artificial Intelligence Initiative has
launched an AI Code Hub on GitHub to share UAE-
developed open-source AI projects globally. The private
sector in the UAE also contributes enormously to tech-
nology infrastructure. For instance, G42’s AI and cloud
computing infrastructure played a crucial role in provid-
ing fast computation and synthesised insights during the
Sinopharmvaccine phase III trials (G42 2020). This high-
lights the importance of having a robust IT infrastruc-
ture, particularly in developing countries, for fully lever-
aging the benefits of AI. Research suggests that China has
reaped immense benefits from AI, primarily due to its
extensive and accessible IT infrastructure (Rasheed et al.
2021).

The UAE is also well-equipped in terms of healthcare
research centres. The region’s largest and most techno-
logically advanced Omics facility, the Omics Centre of
Excellence, serves as the backbone of the DoH’s Emirati
Genome Program (Department of Health 2021). Fur-
thermore, the region’s first AI-led healthcare research
laboratory has also been established there, which involves
a partnership between American Hospital Dubai and
Cerner, a global healthcare technology company (Amer-
ican Hospital Dubai 2022).

However, the UAE is not without its shortcomings. It
ranks relatively low at 61st for ‘secure internet servers’ in
a global network readiness index survey (Network Readi-
ness Index 2021 2021). The country therefore needs to
establish more secure internet servers to enhance stake-
holders’ trust. An interviewee from the government sec-
tor mentioned that maintaining patient privacy remains
a significant concern in AI healthcare applications.

Stakeholder Collaboration and Partnerships. Previous
research has highlighted the importance of collabora-
tions and partnerships among stakeholders, from a global
perspective, for the successful implementation of health-
care technology, including AI (Kaur et al. 2021; Balasub-
ramanian et al. 2021). The UAE has witnessed significant
partnerships on AI implementation within healthcare,
particularly during the COVID-19 pandemic. These col-
laborations involved healthcare providers, technology

solution providers, universities and startups. Some of the
key partnerships are presented in Table 3. However, no
collaboration was observed between individual doctors
and AI experts. The value of these collaborations, includ-
ing those between public and private entities, and local
and foreign firms, was emphasised during the interviews.
Several interviewees highlighted the role of the UAE
government and the Dubai Health Authority (DHA) in
actively supporting technology startups (including those
focused on AI) through incubator and accelerator pro-
grammes. Past studies have emphasised the need for
collaboration between doctors and AI experts to better
understand, interpret and integrate AI applications into
existing healthcare practices (Abdulkareem and Petersen
2021).

Innovation Propensity. As previously discussed, and
evidenced by the launch of the ‘UAE Artificial Intelli-
gence Strategy 2031’ in 2017, AI is central to the UAE
government’s strategic plans. The government has also
appointed a Minister of State for Artificial Intelligence,
making the UAE the first country in the world to do so.
The vision is to establish the country as the most com-
petitive globally by its 100th birthday (UAE Centennial
2071 2021), with innovation and world-class healthcare
as two of the six main pillars. Notably, the UAE also
has a Fourth Industrial Revolution Strategy that aims to
strengthen the UAE’s position as a global hub for Indus-
try 4.0 technologies, and it is also underpinned by AI.
At the emirate level, interviewees highlighted initiatives
such as the Dubai Health Strategy and the Abu Dhabi
Healthcare Strategic Plan (for developing a world-class
healthcare ecosystem) as evidence of strong innovation
propensity. This is also seen through the innovations at
the government and hospital levels discussed earlier and
seen in Table 3. The results are consistent with the view in
the literature that innovation propensity is a key enabler
of technology adoption in healthcare (Balasubramanian
et al. 2021).

4.2.2. Benefits of AI in the UAE’s healthcare sector
(Answer to RQ4)
Most interviewees emphasised AI’s importance in curb-
ing COVID-19’s spread and reducing healthcare profes-
sionals’ workload at the time. In the words of the UAE’s
Minister of State for Artificial Intelligence,

The adoption of AI was central to the UAE’s response
to the pandemic, including in the development of the
Alhosn public health application, which allowed for
rapid innovation in testing and tracking for COVID.
Based on AI simulations, the government could antici-
pate what would be needed at various stages of the pan-
demic, such as the required number of ventilators and
vaccines. (Al-Monitor 2021)
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Another benefit ofAI highlighted by the intervieweeswas
its ability to reduce the time taken for clinical tests. This is
particularly relevant for diabetic retinopathy tests, given
that 40% of the population in the UAE are either diabetic
or pre-diabetic. Several proofs of concept for AI-based
tests have been explored by the Dubai Health Author-
ity (in partnership with Artelus), where the time taken
could be reduced from four days to 10min (Gupta 2019).
This supports the idea expressed in the literature that AI
can help save time by accurately predicting a patient’s
diagnosis and prognosis (Shah et al. 2021).

AI for chest x-ray scan assessment has also been
tried; it could improve the workflow and assessment
rate, reduce human errors and provide 95% accuracy in
disease detection. Similarly, medical chatbots based on
AI have automated the patient booking process, thereby
improving cost efficiency as well as patient convenience
(i.e. the quality aspect of patient care experience) (Daoud
2019). As noted by the Director-General of DHA, AI
in a healthcare setting improves efficiencies and facility
management, but most importantly, patient care through
diagnosis and treatment as well (Gupta 2019). This rein-
forces the findings in the literature that AI can achieve
accuracy on par with or even surpassing human/manual
approaches, while delivering results more quickly and
at a lower cost (Shah et al. 2021; Jabarulla and
Lee 2021).

According to our respondents, AI also improved pre-
dictive capability. For example, AI-based machine learn-
ing models could accurately predict the probability of
a COVID-19 patient requiring intensive care; models
could also stratify the population into priority groups
for vaccination, and predict oncoming waves of infec-
tion. This finding supports the view that AI prediction
tools can optimise the use of resources, as was seen dur-
ing the COVID-19 pandemic. For example, ICU beds
and ventilators could be optimally allocated based on
the early detection of breathing problems associated with
COVID-19 (Alhasan and Hasaneen 2021).

Lastly, AI also benefits the healthcare systemby detect-
ing fraud, waste and abuse. According to the CEO of
UAE-based IRISHealth Services, their clients in theUAE,
Oman and other Middle Eastern countries could avoid
healthcare fraud by integrating emerging technologies
like AI, blockchain and deep learning into their oper-
ations, saving USD 10 million in the process (Unlock
Media 2019). Patients can also benefit from AI, espe-
cially in quality terms, through personalised medicine
and genomics (The Emirati Genome Program), clinical
cobots (collaborative robots) and nanobots, and con-
nected care (via wearable and implantable technologies)
(UAE Ministry of Cabinet Affairs and the Future 2017).
The literature suggests that AI has the potential to offer

personalised care while also saving patients time and
money (Jabarulla and Lee 2021).

4.2.3. Challenges of AI in the UAE’s healthcare sector
(Answer to RQ5)
The interviewees identified significant challenges to the
adoption of AI in the UAE’s healthcare sector. Greatest
among these are privacy and security concerns, which are
a challenge for both healthcare providers and technology
solution providers. A respondent from a technology solu-
tion provider noted the lack of secure internet servers in
the country, as most data is hosted on third-party servers
in other countries. This is not surprising given the UAE’s
relatively low global rank for ‘secure internet servers’ as
discussed earlier. Another interviewee (a chief technol-
ogy architect at a multinational hospital) underscored
the challenge of ensuring patient data security in a data-
sharing environment. He explained that a patient with a
chronic or terminal illnessmay not want hismedical con-
dition to be known, which the healthcare provider needs
to respect. Previous studies have also reported privacy
and security to be the main challenges in applying AI in
healthcare (Khan et al. 2021).

Another challenge identified was the reluctance of
hospitals and clinics to share data due to patient confi-
dentiality and trust issues. Given that data limitations,
such as only using data from one or a few hospitals, can
limit the generalisability of the AI models developed and
in turn lowerAI adoption, building trust among hospitals
and other stakeholders is vital. One solution is federated
learning, whereby AI scientists provide training algo-
rithms to healthcare institutions to train models locally;
this option is becoming increasingly popular. As AI pri-
marily relies on data and access to that data, any related
privacy, security, trust or sharing issues could hinder its
progress (Swayamsiddha et al. 2021).

Finally, most interviewees expressed a preference for
tried and testedAI solutions or pre-trainedmodels rather
than developing new ones, due to a lack of AI exper-
tise in their organisations. This could explain the more
widespread use of computer vision andmedical chatbots,
which require less programming, compared to other,
more complex AI models that rely on heterogeneous and
unstructured datasets.

In conclusion, the case study findings, in line with
our second research objective, have demonstrated the
applicability of our framework in a real-world setting.

5. Discussion and conclusion

The healthcare sector has increasingly adopted disrup-
tive Industry 4.0 technologies (Healthcare 4.0) since the
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start of the COVID-19 pandemic in an effort to man-
age therapeutic processes and outcomes more efficiently
and effectively (Tonetto et al. 2021; Tortorella et al. 2022a;
2022b). Of these technologies, AI is considered to have
the greatest potential. This study focused on developing
a novel AI application framework for the sector, and then
establishing its validity and applicability by applying it to
the UAE’s healthcare sector. The findings meet most of
the requirements for framework validity, such as credibil-
ity, transferability, dependability, confirmability, fairness
and authenticity, which will help improve understanding
and stimulate and empower action (Creswell and Miller
2000; Balasubramanian et al. 2021).

The study results confirm healthcare as one of the
most promising sectors for AI application. Although the
research was conducted during COVID-19, the frame-
work’s application and lessons learned extend far beyond
addressing the challenges of this present pandemic.
Specifically, they provide insights into the different imple-
mentation layers of AI, namely the data layer, the compu-
tation layer and the application layer. Regarding the data
layer, the results demonstrate the importance of using
diverse (clinical, epidemiological, locational, behavioural
and genomic) and heterogeneous data (e.g. video, audio,
images and text) for training, testing and developing AI
models. The results also reveal the multifaceted nature of
AI computation techniques, specifically machine learn-
ing, deep learning, natural language processing and com-
puter vision, which are used to develop AI applications
from the micro (molecular) to the macro (population)
level. The macro-level applications include public health
surveillance for detection, diagnosis, prognosis and vac-
cine development.With regards to stakeholders, it is clear
that the government is themost important of them. It not
only benefits fromAI by applying it to public healthman-
agement, but also acts as an enabler of AI by devising and
enforcing relevant industry standards, policies and reg-
ulations. To facilitate AI adoption, it is critical to have
a regulatory and legal environment that ensures trans-
parency, safety/security, privacy, ethics and accountabil-
ity for key healthcare stakeholders, including healthcare
providers, end-users, professionals, pharmaceutical com-
panies, insurance companies and researchers. The gov-
ernment also needs to collaborate and forge partnerships
with the private sector on AI.

The technology infrastructure in clinics and hospi-
tals – such as electronic health records, security and
cloud infrastructure, and internet bandwidth – directly
affects AI adoption. For some AI applications (e.g. con-
tact tracing), consumers’ technology readiness and access
to smartphones and high-speed internet are also criti-
cal. Our findings confirm the need for strong collabora-
tion among stakeholders on AI. One example of such a

collaboration involved Apple, the Centers for Disease
Control, the Federal Emergency Management Agency,
and the White House coronavirus task force working
together to develop theAI-basedHealthCheck app (Kaur
et al. 2021). Furthermore, as seen in theUAE’s case, coun-
tries with a higher propensity for innovation, such as
those having a clear national-level strategy on AI, Indus-
try 4.0 and other innovations, are more likely to adopt AI
technologies in healthcare than those without one.

Our findings also confirm the numerous operational,
quality and social benefits of applying AI in health-
care. Operationally, AI-enabled automation can enhance
the speed, efficiency and scalability of healthcare pro-
cesses (Fruehwirt and Duckworth 2021). For instance,
the Abu Dhabi Health Services Company (SEHA), the
UAE’s largest healthcare network, was able to reduce reti-
nal image reading and assessment time from three days to
three seconds through AI (Zawya 2022). The associated
reduction in staff workload and stress was also benefi-
cial. The predictive capability of AI algorithms, which
enables more optimal resource allocation and priority
treatment for sicker patients, was also highlighted. In
addition, the reduction in time for drug/vaccine devel-
opment through the use of AI was emphasised. For
example, in drug repurposing, AI-basedmodels can scan
drug and disease databases containing terabytes of pub-
lished and unpublished data to construct a biomedical
knowledge graph, featuring over 31 million biomed-
ical disease and drug concepts (Surianarayanan and
Chelliah 2021).

In terms of quality benefits, AI’s ability to reduce diag-
nostic errors was emphasised. For instance, AI-based
medical imaging can provide similar or superior diag-
nostic accuracy compared to experienced radiologists
(Alhasan and Hasaneen 2021), even detecting features
that some radiologists might overlook (Naseem et al.
2020). AI also enables advanced diagnostic and treat-
ment options that are not feasible with conventional
approaches.

Lastly, regarding social benefits, the study demon-
strates AI’s crucial role in public health management.
The predictive capability of AI algorithms in healthcare
prognosis can also significantly reduce the mortality rate.
For instance, the machine learning algorithm XGBoost
supervised classifier could predict individuals’ mortal-
ity more than ten days in advance with 90% accuracy
(Surianarayanan and Chelliah 2021). Other notable con-
tributions made by AI include the development of per-
sonalisedmedicines and preventive programmes tailored
to an individual’s unique genetic makeup, as was sug-
gested by the Emirati Genomic Program (Department of
Health 2019), as well as remote patient care using clinical
data captured through smartphones.
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However, several challenges to AI adoption need to
be addressed, such as data privacy and security, and
the lack of AI model generalisability. A significant fac-
tor contributing to the former is the increased use of
credit card transaction andmobile phone activity-related
data in AI models. Moreover, in a dynamically changing
environment with mutating viruses like COVID-19, the
data used to train AI models may quickly become out-
dated, compromising their practical performance. There-
fore, efforts must be made to develop robust, pre-trained,
and cross-validated AI models to enhance generalisabil-
ity. Other concerns involve data or algorithmic bias and
the absence of data standards. For example, AI mod-
els developed to diagnose whether a person is infected
or not (binary classifier) should use unbiased data pro-
portionate to both classes, which may not always be
feasible in practice (Shah et al. 2021). Lastly, there is a
challenge with the availability of large-scale data that is
well-annotated (e.g. by doctors, researchers and other
experts) and standardised (Pankhania 2021; Albalawi
and Mustafa 2022).

5.1. Future prospects of AI in healthcare

Despite these challenges, the future prospects of AI in
healthcare are promising. First, AI applications could be
used to predict viral mutational landscapes, and they
could help analyse the effectiveness of currently avail-
able medications on future variants to develop effective
options (Sarker et al. 2021). Next, different AI tech-
niques could be combined to form hybrids that are more
robust and accurate in different settings. For example,
a combination of machine learning and deep learning
was found to be more effective in diagnosing COVID-
19 (Rasheed et al. 2021). Similarly, a combination of
computer vision and deep learning algorithms in public
health surveillance yielded superior results (Shah et al.
2021). Likewise, a multimodal AI framework that uses
different data types can be more robust, as demonstrated
by several studies that combined clinical and image fea-
tures (CT scans and CXR images) for the diagnosis and
prognosis of COVID-19 (Adamidi, Mitsis, and Nikita
2021; Arora et al. 2021). Future AI models are also more
likely to use federated learning to address data privacy
and trust issues among institutions.However,most feder-
ated learning approaches operate on a centralised server,
where hacking or data leakage is possible. Blockchain-
based federated learning for training ML or DL models
offers a potential solution and can be expected to gain
more traction in the future (Jabarulla and Lee 2021). AI
applications in healthcare can also be enhanced andmade
more secure and private through integration with alter-
native blockchain technologies (Jabarulla and Lee 2021;

Lotfi et al. 2022b). Similarly, AI and cloud computing
technologies can be integrated to address data storage
and computational capability-related problems, and to
generate faster outputs (Shah et al. 2021; Nguyen et al.
2021). AI and vision-based robotic solutions can also be
combined for more effective public health surveillance
(Sarker et al. 2021).

5.2. Theoretical implications

The implications of this study are manifold. Our pro-
posed framework is, arguably, the first of its kind in
enablingAI for healthcare; it is comprehensive and incor-
porates both technology and management levers. To a
great extent, it fills the gap in the literature concerning
a comprehensive AI application framework. Addition-
ally, the study offers in-depth empirical insights into AI
adoption in healthcare from a holistic, country-level per-
spective, particularly in an advanced setting like theUAE.
These insights are both novel and significant. We antici-
pate that they will encourage more holistic, country-level
research on AI adoption in healthcare in other advanced,
emerging, and developing nations. The development and
validation of this framework contribute to establishing a
robust theoretical foundation that can steer both future
research and the practical applications resulting there-
from.

5.3. Practical implications

The framework and findings reveal the considerable
potential of AI to revolutionise the healthcare sector
in the UAE and other countries with similar aspira-
tions. This transformation could involve addressing vari-
ous inefficiencies and enhancing the effectiveness, safety,
accessibility and delivery of services, in addition to pro-
viding evidence-based quality of care in diagnosis, prog-
nosis, personalisation and prevention. The framework
presented in this study can aid healthcare stakeholders
in identifying the most pertinent AI applications, com-
putational techniques and data requirements, as well as
their associated challenges, benefits and enablers. This
comprehensive understanding can pave the way for more
effective strategies forAI adoption and its integration into
healthcare systems.

Healthcare policymakers can leverage the framework
to promote AI technologies and facilitate their adop-
tion through supportive regulations, policy interventions
and support mechanisms. The insights gained from the
use of AI applications during the COVID-19 pandemic
could enhance preparedness and response measures for
future pandemics and outbreaks, enabling healthcare sys-
tems to bettermitigate their impacts. The framework and
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findings of this study contribute to the management of
healthcare systems in several ways, including:

• Accelerated drug and vaccine development and pro-
duction: AI can expedite the drug and vaccine devel-
opment process, leading to faster discovery and
approval of new medications and therapies, bene-
fiting patients and society beyond the COVID-19
pandemic.

• Mass customisation of drugs: AI algorithms can anal-
yse genomic data to identify specific genetic variants
or biomarkers associated with an individual’s unique
response to medication. This information can then be
used tomanufacture personalised drugs tailored to the
individual’s genetic makeup.

• Supply chain optimisation: AI can optimise the
medicine supply chain by predicting drug and vac-
cine demand. Thiswill ensure the efficient production,
distribution and delivery of the medicines, helping
to reduce waste, minimise production and inventory
costs, and ensure that patients receive their medica-
tions in a timely manner.

• Increased collaboration among stakeholders: The
AI application framework can serve as a basis for
collaboration among different healthcare stakehold-
ers, including governments, hospitals, pharmaceutical
companies and patients. This collaboration can lead to
a more unified approach to AI adoption in healthcare,
promoting innovation, adoption and standardisation.

5.4. Implication formanagers

For managers, this research provides a structured
approach for understanding and implementing AI solu-
tions in healthcare. It highlights the importance of
responsible AI adoption, drawing attention to major
challenges such as data privacy, security and algorithmic
bias. Addressing these issues is essential for the ethical
deployment of AI in healthcare. Furthermore, the study
underscores the importance of promoting stakeholder
collaboration and partnerships to share insights, data
and best practices. Finally, the different AI-related solu-
tions discussed allowmanagers to streamline operations,
optimise resources and even predict outbreaks, offering
cost-saving opportunities without compromising quality.

5.5. Limitations and future research

This study has some limitations. While the proposed
frameworkwas developed through an extensive literature
review, it may not cover every aspect enabling AI adop-
tion, and makes several assumptions. Additionally, the

framework was tested in the context of only one coun-
try, mostly using a qualitative approach, which may not
provide precise statistical or quantitative understanding.
Further, not all stakeholders were considered in the study,
so future research could include extended healthcare
stakeholders such as insurance providers and the manu-
facturers and suppliers of medical equipment. Additional
future research could explore how AI models could be
used in healthcare projects, such as hospital construc-
tion, to minimise costs and maximise quality (Lotfi et al.
2022b; 2023). It could also examine improving vendor-
managed inventorymodels for hospitals and pharmacies,
particularly in light of the significant impact COVID-
19 has had on overall supply chains (Lotfi et al. 2022a;
2022c). Finally, AI models also have the potential to
enhance medical waste management practices, including
those dealing with infectious, hazardous and radioactive
waste (Lotfi et al. 2022d).

Despite these limitations, this study is timely as the
healthcare sector is attempting to recover from the
COVID-19 pandemic. In future research, more rigour
should be added to the investigation by conducting a
large-scale survey to test the statistical appropriateness
and generalisability of the framework. The framework
could also be applied and tested in different national
settings to further refine and validate it. Finally, given
its conceptual comprehensiveness and generic nature,
researchers across various industries can adapt and apply
the framework to their specific contexts. Healthcare
encompasses numerous sectors, such as manufacturing
(of drugs and medical equipment), services (e.g. insur-
ance and ambulatory transportation), and research and
development (e.g. clinical trials and laboratory exper-
iments) (Balasubramanian et al. 2021). As such, the
framework has significant potential applicability in other
sectors, provided it is carefully tailored and contextu-
alised for each case.
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